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Abstract
The article investigates multilayer plasma surfacing at direct
and reverse polarity. The article describes the main provisions
in the field of additive production using various technologies.
The use of a plasma heating source is shown to have a number
of advantages both from technological and economic points of
view. A technique is developed and a mathematical
description of the heating source is presented with taking into
account the heat transfers from plasma flow and nearelectrode processes. A three-dimensional model of heat
transfer into the workpiece for plasma surfacing at direct and
reverse polarity is developed. The numerical implementation
of the process for 10Cr18Ni10Ti steel was carried out.
Standard deviation in the test samples did not exceed 10%.
Keywords: Additive technologies, multiplayer surfacing,
plasma torch, numerical simulation, finite-elements method,
high alloy steel

INTRODUCTION

improve the conditions to form the structure and properties of
multi-layer materials. The use of plasma technologies to form
layered materials has several advantages from the
technological and economic points of view.
Production of layered materials may involve alloy steels and
non-ferrous metal alloys with different heat-transfer
properties. In addition, at continuous multilayer surfacing, the
temperature fields overlap from layer to layer affecting the
formation of the final structure and properties of the resulting
materials.
The development of technology and its distribution to various
groups of materials requires formalization of the investigated
processes of additive formation of the billet, by means of
reflowing of the filler wire material in the form of a
mathematical description of the processes. Applying
mathematical simulation along with computational experiment
contributes to a better understanding of the ongoing physical
processes and obtaining additional information on the
realizable superimposition of thermal cycles.

Additive and hybrid technologies are the key components for
building up the digital economy of the 21st century.
Simultaneously, until recently, when speaking about additive
technologies, basically the complex-shaped small-sized
products production is meant [1, 2, 3, 4]. Forming layered
materials using electric arc as a heat source and a filler wire
consumables contributes to increased productivity in forming
of billets [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Reducing the technological
preparation costs of production increases the utilization factor
of the material and provides for getting finished products with
specified performance characteristics. Using of dissimilar
materials in one billet ensures an increase in the load-bearing
capacity of the structure as a whole and gives special
properties to the working surfaces.

Analytic and numerical methods are used to solve heat
conductivity problems. Existing analytical methods allow for
obtaining solutions only for processes described by linear
differential equations under linear boundary conditions, i.e.
for those cases when the heat-transfer properties can be
considered independently of temperature. Analytical methods
lead to general equations of processes valid for various
numerical values of the parameters characterizing the given
problem: geometric dimensions, heat characteristics of heating
mode and physical properties of metals. The simplest
problems allow for obtaining a solution in a closed form, i.e.
expressing the process equation through known functions of
time, spatial coordinates and constant process parameters. In
more complicated problems, solutions are described by
definite integrals or infinite series [13, 14, 15].

Despite the development of 3D surfacing methods in recent
years [10, 11], the problems of lowering heat input to the
product when applying layers, increasing layers adhesion,
possibility to process materials of different classes, reducing
defectiveness of clad metal, providing the required properties
are still acute [12]. The structure and properties of multi-layer
materials are largely determined by the peculiarities of heat
transfer to the product at cladding. Using highly concentrated
energy sources allows reducing heat input to the product and

Numerical methods, unlike analytical, allow for solving heat
conductivity problem in a complex formulation, i.e.
considering the real geometry of the structure, temperature
dependence of heat-transfer properties, heating source
distribution, etc., which makes their application the only
possible solution under the conditions of simulating the
cladding process. Currently, the most common and
widespread in commercial software packages is the finite-
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element method (FEM). Modern software products, e.g.
ANSYS, COMSOL provide broad opportunities for solving
the problem of heat and mass transfer while welding [16, 17,
18, 19, 20, 21, 22].
The paper presents the results of simulating heat processes at
plasma surfacing at direct and reverse polarity. The article
also analyses physical effects arising from plasma surfacing.
The work substantiates correctness of the assumptions and
approaches to developing the mathematical model of the
process. The article determines influence of current polarity
and process parameters of plasma surfacing on heat transfer
into the workpiece and heat contact area of plasma arc with
the workpiece. The authors propose an algorithm for
numerical implementation of the mathematical model of heat
processes for plasma surfacing at direct and reverse polarity.
Also, the authors verify them for 10Cr18Ni10Ti steel.

METHODS
Mathematical formulation of the problem requires known heat
input to the product from plasma arc at direct and reverse
polarity, as well as heat transfer fraction distribution from the
plasma jet(plasma flow) and electrode spots. Heat transfer to
the product at compressed plasma arc of direct action is
performed by two mechanisms: convection from the plasma
jet and heat input to active (electrode) spots. The works by
[23] found out that at same current and other equal conditions,
heat input at plasma torch work at reverse polarity to the
product is 1.3...1.6 times higher than at direct polarity, which
is explained by the higher voltage at the arc. The work shows
that, in contrast to a compressed direct polarity arc, a
compressed reverse polarity arc is characterized by a more
even distribution of heat power over the product surface
(Figure 1).

Until now, all the results of plasma surfacing/welding
simulation with reverse polarity were ignore wandering of
cathode spots over workpiece surface. Complete dynamic
models considering this phenomenon are not available up to
now.

a

b

Figure 1: Heat transfer to the workpiece at plasma processing.
(a) direct polarity,
(b) reverse polarity.
Pp.f. is power transmitted by convection, Pa.s. is power released in anode spot, Pc.s. is power released in cathode
area, dp.f. is plasma flow diameter, da.s. is anode spot diameter, dc.a. is cathode area diameter
At plasma processing at direct polarity, dp.f. and da.s. are
proportional and it is impossible to control their size
separately. At plasma processing at reverse polarity, the arc
belongs to the type of arcs with nonstationary cathode spots
wandering along its surface. The width of wandering depends
on the design of the plasma torch and the product material.

One of the distinguishing features of nonstationary spots is the
short duration of their existence and the high current density
in them (j~105…106 A/m2), while the specific heat flows reach
values of (q~106…107 W/cm2) (Figure 2), and with values of
dp.f. And dc.a. can be actively managed and regulated
separately.
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Figure 2: The peculiarity of heat transfer to the workpiece at plasma torch operation at reverse polarity. qc.s. is
heat flow from a non-permanent cathode spot, qp.f. is resulting transfer duty, d is heat transfer diameter, h is
workpiece penetration depth
liquid heat conductivity coefficient, and TL is liquidus
temperature.
Internal melting and crystallization heat was considered by
introducing an effective heat capacity:

In continuation of the studies presented in the works on
estimating the share of heat transfer to the workpiece [23,
24, 25, 26] based on regression equations (1), (2), (3)
presented below, a dynamic model of heat transfer to the
product was developed for plasma surfacing at direct and
reverse polarity and its numerical implementation for
10Cr18Ni10Ti steel.

Сeff  С0 

Pwdp = 170.45 + 18.5Id + 227.8Qp - 311.1dc,(1)

(5)

where C0 is heat capacity depending on temperature, Hf is
internal melting heat, Tmelt is melting point assumed to be the
median in the range from solidus temperature TS to liquidus
TL.
Heat transfer into the product at using plasma torch from
plasma flow and near-electrode processes can be represented
as follows:

Pwrp = 886.9 + 20.4Id + 364.6Qp - 510.1dc, (2)
Pwrppj = 886.9 + 15.34Id + 367.7Qp - 510.1dc, (3)
where Pwdp is power input into workpiece at direct polarity,
Pwrp is power input into workpiece at reverse polarity, Pwrppj
is power transferred to the workpiece by plasma jet at
reverse polarity.

q  q p . f .  qc . s . ,

MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The model is based on the solution of heat problem of
melting welding consumables by a plasma arc in a threedimensional setting. Basic equations for calculations are in
[17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22].
Plasma surfacing mathematical model is based on solving
the differential heat conductivity equation with moving
coordinates (energy transfer equation):
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(7)

(8)

where q is heat flow supplied to the product by

(4)

plasma arc; qp.f. is heat flow supplied by plasma flow; qc.s. is
heat flow, reflecting cumulative heat effect of cathode spots

where T is temperature, a is heat diffusivity, and V is
medium (coincides with plasma torch velocity in area 1 in
Figure 4 and wire feed speed velocity in area 2), p is density.
Convective transfer input to melted materials is considered
by the formula eff  L (2  TL / T ) , where λL is

(for welding at direct polarity kc.s. = 0); kp.s., kc.s. are
coefficients considering power distribution between plasma
flow and cathode spots, respectively (kp.f. + kc.s. = 1), are
calculated using statistical sub-model described by equations
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(1), (2), (3); plasma flow is described by a circle with a
radius of

R p. f ..  x  y
2

2



centered at the origin of

T
 q p. f .  qc. s.   0 (T  T0 ) ,
z

in the symmetry plane:

coordinates; cathode spots are described by circles of radius
of

rc.s  ( x  x0 ) 2  ( y  y0 ) 2

with

centers



in

coordinates x0, y0, determined randomly, using the built-in
function

(9)

T
 0,
n

(10)

and on all other surfaces:

randomx0 (t ), y 0 (t ) .



The problem was solved in a three-dimensional setting. Due
to the symmetry, the description is satisfied with inclusion
of only a half of the entire object in the computational space.
Differential energy transfer equation is a mathematical
model of a whole class of heat conductivity phenomena and
has an infinite set of solutions. It is necessary to have
additional data not contained in the original differential
equation to obtain one particular solution characterizing a
particular process from this set. These additional conditions,
determining together with the differential equation the
particular problem, are called single-valuedness conditions.
Single-valuedness conditions include geometric conditions,
physical properties of the body, boundary and initial
conditions.
The boundary conditions of mixed type were used.
On the processed surface of the product:

T
  0 (T  T0 ) ,
n

(11)

α0 is effective heat-transfer coefficient, considering heat loss
for convection and radiation.
Welding bead shape was approximated by a half-ellipse.
Welding bead volume for a unit of time coincides with the
supplied
welding
material
volume 

 rfw V fw    aв bвV pl / 2 ,
2

where aɞ, bɞ are

width and height of the welding bead, respectively. Welding
bead width aɞ is determined by the successive
approximation method from the condition of its equality to
width.
NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION
Numerical implementation was carried out using Comsol 4.4
software package (Heat Transfer module). Computational
space
geometry
is
shown
in
Figure
3.

Figure 3: Plasma surfacing computational scheme.
1 is a workpiece, 2 is filler wire, 3 is weld bead
Process simulation area was covered with a threedimensional grid inscribed in the computational space.
Computational space dimensions are 70x30x10 mm. The

grid had an uneven step (Figure 4). The maximum cell size
in the arc impact zone and welding wire feed constituted 0.5
mm, and in the remaining space is 2.5 mm.
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Figure 4: Splitting computational space into a grid
The initial calculation parameters included material heattransfer properties. The latter are given in Table 1 as well as
surfacing
mode
parameters
from
Table
2.
Table 1: Heat-transfer properties of the clad material taken at calculation
Characteristic
Liquidus temperature
Solidus temperature
Specific heat capacity
Density
Heat conductivity
Specific melting heat

Designation

Dimension

Value

TL
TS
C
ρ
λ
Hf

[°С]
[°С]
[J·kg-1·K-1]
[kg·m-3]
[W·m-1·K-1]
kJ/kg

1450
1520
500
7680
28.9
84

Table 2: Plasma surfacing mode
Sample No.
1

Ia, А
80

Gp, l/min

Gp, l/min

3.8

5.5

V pl , m/h

V fw , m/h

12

36

Solution of heat processes dynamic model at reverse polarity
considering non-permanent cathode spots impact is shown
in
Figure
5.

Figure 5: Power density distribution under plasma arc reverse polarity impact considering non-permanent
cathode spots impact
Since reducing heat input to the product is important in
producing multi-layer materials, information about heat
situation on the product surface is important. Calculated
thermal cycle makes it possible to determine the nature and
degree of phase transformations completeness and to predict

the final structure and properties of the material. Thermal
cycle of plasma surfacing at direct and reverse polarity are
built (Figure 6) to explain the mechanism of structure
formation
.
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a

b

Figure 6: Thermal cycle of heating-cooling of the surface while surfacing at direct (a) and reverse polarity (b)
heating and melting of metal in thin surface layer, under the
influence of non-permanent cathode spots.
Heat transfer problem solution and comparison with the
experimental data was carried out at the example of plasma
surfacing of a 10Cr18Ni10Ti steel filler wire onto the
sample
of
the
same
material
(Figure
7).

Thermal cycle analysis allows to conclude that reverse
polarity at surfacing provides for the necessary and
sufficient conditions for high-quality fusion of the material,
while metal dwell time above crystallization temperatures is
significantly reduced. It happens because of the rapid

a

b

Figure 7: Experimental and calculated cross-sections of the weld bead in plasma surfacing at direct (a) and
reverse polarity (b)

of welding bead and 20% for determining the depth of
welding at reverse polarity.

CONCLUSIONS
1. Statistical data analysis of heat transfer values to the
product was carried out under various operating
conditions of plasma torch at direct and reverse polarity.
Regression equations are obtained, which allows for
estimating the share of heat transfer to the product from
plasma flow and near-electrode processes.
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2. Mathematical models of plasma surfacing at direct and
reverse polarity are developed considering heat transfer
into the product from the near-electrode processes.
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